Bouncer Rules to Follow for Safe Operation
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Children’s safety depends on you. Adult supervision is required at all times.
_____
Avoid neck and back injuries. Flips and wrestling are not permitted.
_____
All riders must remove shoes and sharp objects before entering bouncer.
_____
Absolutely no food or beverages in around bouncer.
_____
In case of rain, exit bouncer, deflate, and cover with a tarp.
_____
Do not overload bouncer, maximum 6 to 8 children.
_____
Do not allow riders to climb inside or outside walls of bouncer.
_____
Do not allow riders to hang or pull on netting of columns inside bouncer.
_____
No animals or sleeping allowed in bouncer.
_____
Never put water on or in unit.
_____
Any underground utilities or irrigation is required to be marked. Sun Rental will accept no responsibility
for damage done to any underground utilities or irrigation systems that are not clearly marked. _____
Should the bouncer begin to deflate have all riders exit. Then check extension cord, blower switch or
breaker.
_____
Keep blower tube straight (no kinks). The bouncer is designed to hiss and leak air, this is normal. _____
Do not use in winds greater than 15 mph. Deflate if winds exceed 15 mph.
_____
Make sure bouncer remains securely fastened to the ground and only use a 50’ extension cord that is 10
or 12 gauge.
_____
The lessee or using party shall be in charge of operation, and is fully responsible for the operation after
receiving the unit. Lessor is not responsible for any injuries to lessee or any other person or damage to
property while using the leased property. Lessee further agrees to hold lessor free and harmless against
any claims related to property damage or personal injury, and further, lessor shall be indemnified for any
and all costs incurred due to claim of anyone; including court costs and attorney fees; and other related
costs involving the use of leased equipment. Lessee will provide own liability insurance.
_____
I also understand that it is my responsibility to contact all local utilities to inform them that a
digging/stake insertion will take place at your designated location to secure the canopy. I will mark or
have a utility company mark any and all underground utilities but not limited to the following: power
lines, sprinkler pipes, telephone lines, cable lines, other underground objects. Sun Rental will not be held
liable if any underground utilities/objects are hit and will be held harmless for any damage or injury
resulting, see RCW Title19 Chapter 19.122 Underground Utilities for further guidance.
_____
According to RCW Chapter 67.42 and WAC Chapter 296-403A governing amusement rides or structures,
Sun Rental is required to setup bouncers, but customers are allowed to tear down and return to Sun
Rental. I agree to return the bouncer or pay Sun Rental to tear down and pickup bouncer.
_____

If you have questions or concerns please contact Sun Rental immediately.
PLAY SAFE AND HAVE FUN!!!
_
Customer Signature

_ _______ __
Date

